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Abstract

This paper presents an adaptive multi-level computational model that combines a conventional displace-
ment-based  nite element model with a microstructural Voronoi cell FEM (VCFEM) for multi-scale analysis
of composite structures with non-uniform microstructural heterogeneities as obtained from optical or scanning
electron micrographs. Three levels of hierarchy, with di6erent resolutions, are introduced to overcome short-
comings posed by modeling and discretization errors. These are: (a) level-0 of pure macroscopic analysis; (b)
level-1 of macro–micro coupled modeling for implementing switching criteria from macroscopic analyses to
pure microscopic analyses; and (c) level-2 regions of pure microscopic modeling. An example of a double lap
aluminum composite bonded joint with perfect interface is solved to demonstrate the ability of the multi-scale
computational model in analyzing complex heterogeneous structures. For damaging materials, a continuum
damage mechanics (CDM) model is developed for  ber-reinforced composites with interfacial debonding.
The model is constructed from and calibrated with rigorous micromechanical analysis of the representative
volume element using the VCFEM that is followed by homogenizing microscopic variables using asymptotic
homogenization. The CDM results are compared with those obtained by homogenization of micromechanical
analysis and the range of validity of homogenized solutions is identi ed.
? 2003 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction

Heterogeneous structures are conventionally analyzed with properties obtained from homogeniza-
tion [1] of response at smaller (meso-, micro-) length scales. Analysis of composite materials is often
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performed by the method of homogenization wherein the macroscopic properties are obtained by av-
eraging stresses and strains over a periodic representative volume element (RVE). The application of
homogenization methods su6er from some shortcomings with respect to limitations in the assump-
tions of macroscopic uniformity and RVE periodicity. The uniformity assumption is not appropriate
in critical regions of high gradients like free edges [2], interfaces, material discontinuities and most
importantly in regions of evolving damage. Periodicity of simple unit cells is also unrealistic for
non-uniform microstructures, particularly in the presence of clustering. Even with uniform distribu-
tion of microstructures, evolving localized stresses or strains can violate the periodic assumptions.
Problems like this have been tackled e6ectively by global-local techniques [3–5]. Sub-structuring in
these multiple-scale analysis methods di6erentiate between regions requiring di6erent resolutions, and
enable global analysis in some parts of the domain and zoom in for complete microscopic modeling
at regions of high gradients.
Multiple-scale analysis using adaptive multi-level modeling with the microstructural Voronoi cell

FEM (VCFEM) model has been conducted by Ghosh et al. [4,6] for modeling problems with evolving
damage and for free-edge problems in composites. Adaptivity, for controlling discretization error and
the modeling error, is a desirable feature in multiple-scale modeling for selecting appropriate regions
of enrichment to minimize discretization and modeling errors.
In the present work, the adaptive multi-level method is advanced to comprehensively address issues

of both discretization and physically based modeling error. The method is applied to linear elastic
composite microstructure and a non-linear problem with evolving  ber/matrix interfacial damage.
The hierarchical model consists of three essential levels in this work, (i) purely macroscopic do-
main (level-0) with homogenized material parameters; (ii) a macro–micro domain (level-1) with the
micro-domain represented by the periodic repetition of a RVE and (iii) purely microscopic domain
(level-2) where the RVE ceases to exist and extended microstructural regions with delineation of
distributed heterogeneities need to be modeled. An intermediate layer is used between the macro-
scopic and microscopic regions for smooth transition. The level-1 domain is utilized to estimate
criteria for switching from macroscopic to microscopic calculations from values of variables in the
RVE. Physically based error indicators are developed for transitioning from macroscopic to micro-
scopic domain computations. All microstructural computations of arbitrary heterogeneous domains are
conducted using the adaptive Voronoi cell  nite element model [7]. Statistical functions are used to
assess the extent of the RVE domains for non-uniform microstructures. For the macroscopic domains,
h- and hp- adaptation are executed using conventional error indicators based on the energy norm.
The model is tested for a realistic problem with macroscopic stress risers.
A continuum damage model is developed for composite materials with non-uniform microstructures

from detailed micromechanical analysis with damage. Interfacial debonding between matrix and
inclusion phases of the microstructure is considered as the damage mode in this paper. Interfacial
debonding is simulated using cohesive zone models. The micromechanical analyses in each RVE
are conducted with the VCFEM [8], in which cohesive zone models are used to model interfacial
debonding. The asymptotic homogenization method is used to evaluate macroscopic damage variables
and their evolution laws. Based on the e6ectiveness of the anisotropic models, the strain based
anisotropic damage model developed in [9] is modi ed for damage in anisotropic composite materials.
Parameters which characterize anisotropic sti6ness degradation are found to vary with evolution of
microstructural state variables. Consequently, a set of macroscopic strain paths is chosen, along
which anisotropic parameters are evaluated. Numerical examples are conducted for demonstrating the
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e6ectiveness of the continuum damage mechanics (CDM) model in predicting damage in composite
structures.

2. The adaptive multi-scale computational model

The adaptive multi-scale computational model developed in this paper has three main computa-
tional subdomains as shown in Fig. 1 and is discussed next.

2.1. Computational subdomain level-0

Level-0 subdomains encompass regions of macroscopic analysis using e6ective properties obtained
by homogenization of RVE. This level is valid in regions where macroscopic gradients in variables
like stresses or strains are relatively small. For each element in the level-0 subdomain, an RVE is
identi ed and the asymptotic homogenization method is then used for obtaining e6ective material
properties. A brief overview of the asymptotic homogenization method is provided next.

2.1.1. The asymptotic homogenization method
Boundary value problems in a heterogeneous domain �� are assumed to satisfy the equations of

linear elasticity, given as

Equilibrium : ��ij; j =−fi;

Kinematics : e�kl=
1
2

(
9u�k
9x�l

+
9u�l
9x�k

)
;

Constitutive relations : ��ij =E
�
ijkle

�
kl in �

�; (1)

where ��ij, e
�
ij and u�i are stress, strain and displacement  elds, respectively. The scale param-

eter � = ly=lx (ly; lx correspond to length scales in the microscopic and macroscopic domains,

Fig. 1. Multi-level mesh showing di6erent levels for the multi-scale model.
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respectively) is typically an in nitesimally small number. Since computational analysis of this prob-
lem will be prohibitively expensive due to the presence of large number of heterogeneities, most
analysts solve an equivalent homogenized version of the problem using macroscopic e6ective prop-
erties obtained by averaging microscopic variables. A powerful method that has been developed
in conjunction with computational analysis of heterogeneous materials is the asymptotic expansion
homogenization method [1,10]. In this method, the displacement  eld in a heterogeneous domain
is expanded asymptotically about its values at a macroscopic point x, in terms of the microscopic
coordinates y as

u�i (x) = u0i (x; y) + �u1i (x; y) + �2u2i (x; y) + · · · ; y = x
�
: (2)

Using Eq. (2) in kinematics, constitutive and equilibrium relations of Eqs. (1) and equating various
powers of � in conjunction with periodicity conditions, the volume average of microscopic stresses
yielding the homogenized sti6ness tensor EH

ijkl can be obtained as

EH
ijkl = 〈�̂klij 〉Y =

1
|Y |

∫
Y
�̂klij dY =

1
|Y |

∫
Y
E�ijpm

(
�kp�lm +

9�klp
9ym

)
dY; (3)

where �̂klij , �
kl
p are the microscopic stresses and characteristic deformation modes, � is the Kronecker

delta and Y is the RVE domain. The macroscopic stress–strain relation then takes the form

�ij(x) =
〈
E�ijkl

(
�km�ln +

9�mnk
9yl

)
9u0m
9xn

〉
Y

= EH
ijmnemn(x); (4)

where the homogenized variables are �(x) = 〈��(x; y)〉Y and e(x) = 〈e�(x; y)〉Y . The components
of the homogenized sti6ness matrix EH

ijkl are calculated by detailed solution of separate boundary
value problems of the entire RVE. The loading in each of these problems is in the form of imposed
unit macroscopic strains. For periodicity, nodes on the boundary which are separated by the periods
Y1; Y2; Y3 along one or more coordinate directions, the displacement constraints can be expressed as

ui(x1; x2; x3) = ui(x1 ± k1Y1; x2 ± k2Y2; x3 ± k3Y3); i = 1; 2; 3; (5)

where k1; k2; k3 may assume the values 0 or 1, depending on the node locations.

2.2. Computational subdomain level-1

Level-1 subdomains are intended as ‘transition’ regions, where microscopic information in the
RVE is used to decide whether extended microscopic computations are necessary for these regions.
They are seeded in regions of locally increasing gradients of macroscopic variables in the pure
level-0 simulations. These gradients may be caused by microscopic non-homogeneity in the form of
large localized stresses and strains, or when the microstructure faces possible damage initiation or
localization. Computations in this region are still based on assumptions of macroscopic uniformity
and periodicity of the RVE. Concurrent with macroscopic simulations, computations are executed in
the microstructure to monitor variables in the RVE. The computations in elements belonging to the
level-1 domain undergo a sequence of  nite element analyses as follows.
(a) Microstructural analysis of the RVE, subjected to the sequence of unit macroscopic strains or

increments with periodicity boundary conditions to generate homogenized tangent modulus (EH
ijkl).
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(b) Macroscopic analysis of the structure using (EH
ijkl) of step (a), to evaluate macroscopic variables

e.g. stresses and strains due to applied loads.
(c) Microstructural analysis of the RVE at each sampling point (e.g. integration point) of macro-

scopic elements, with actual macroscopic strains and increments obtained from step (b) and period-
icity conditions on the RVE boundary. Microscopic stresses and strains (��; ��) are thus calculated
in the RVEs of each element.
Macroscopic level-0/1 calculations are performed with conventional displacement based  nite ele-

ment method while all microscopic calculations in the RVE for level-1 elements are performed using
VCFEM which is discussed in the following section.

2.3. Computational subdomain level-2

Level-2 regions are characterized as those with signi cant microstructural non-uniformities in the
form of high local stresses or strains that would occur e.g. near a crack tip or free edge. High
gradients in macroscopic variables and loss of RVE periodicity are expected in those regions. Scale
e6ects are important in these regions, resulting in mesh-dependence of pure macroscopic computa-
tions. The high-resolution model for level-2 elements with many heterogeneities entails prohibitively
large computations with conventional  nite element models. Consequently, the microstructure based
VCFEM, which has been developed in [7,8,11,12] for modeling non-uniform heterogeneous mate-
rials is used for analyzing the level-2 elements. Extensive microstructural regions, obtained from
micrographs, are ePciently modeled by this approach. In VCFEM, the computational mesh consists
of multi-sided Voronoi polygons that naturally evolve by tessellation of the microstructure. Each
element in VCFEM consists of a heterogeneity (inclusion or void) with its immediate surrounding
matrix. Accuracy of analysis is maintained for these relatively large multiphase elements by incor-
porating observed behavior of stress  elds from micromechanics in an assumed stress hybrid  nite
element formulation [12]. VCFEM is estimated to be ∼ 60–70 times lower than most commercial
FEM packages for modeling complex microstructures.

3. Various features of the multi-level computational model

3.1. Estimating statistically equivalent RVEs for non-uniform microstructures

Macroscopic analysis of a composite structure, requires that an appropriate RVE be identi ed
for each macroscopic point. RVEs can be readily identi ed for a regular arrangement of  bers
like rectangular or hexagonal distributions. However, microstructures from real composite materials
hardly possess regular distribution as shown in Fig. 2(b). In Fig. 2 an aluminum composite bonded
joint and the corresponding microstructure from an optical micrograph near point A are shown.
The  bers are assumed to be aligned perpendicular to the plane of paper. Since this microstructure
distribution is random, an RVE can be obtained only in a statistical sense and attention is focused
on identifying a statistically equivalent RVE (SERVE), which would exhibit a macroscopic behavior
that is equivalent to the average behavior of the corresponding microstructure.
The microstructure shown in Fig. 2(b) corresponds to macroscopic point A only. Since the con-

struction of SERVEs for the entire plate would require a large number of micrographs from various
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Fig. 2. (a) A double-lap aluminum/boron–epoxy composite bonded joint showing dimensions and loads; (b) Optical
micrograph of the microstructure near point A.

representative points in the plate, an assumption is made that, this is a representative microstructure
for the entire plate. The representative size of the SERVE is identi ed by the use of statistical
functions, e.g. correlation functions. Pyrz [13] has introduced “marked correlation functions” for
characterizing the length scales de ned as the region of inSuence in a heterogeneous neighbor-
hood on pre-disposed response  elds like stresses and strains. The marked correlation function for
a heterogeneous domain of area A containing N  bers may be expressed as

M (r) =
dH (r)=dr
g(r)

; (6)

where H (r)= 1
m2

A
N 2

∑N
i

∑ki
k=1mimk(r). In the above equation, mi is a mark associated with ith  ber,

ki is the number of  bers which have their centers within a circle of radius r around the ith  ber, mk
are the marks of those  bers and m is the mean of all the marks. Marks in the marked correlation
function can be any  eld variable for example, the maximum principal stress, Von Mises stress etc.
associated with each  ber. H (r) is called the mark intensity function and g(r) is the pair distribution
function de ned as

g(r) =
1
2�r

dK(r)
dr

; (7)

where K(r) is a second order intensity function which is explained in [14]. While K(r) can distin-
guish between di6erent patterns, the pair distribution function g(r) characterizes the intensity of inter
 ber distances. From the de nition it can be seen that the marked correlation function associates
 eld variables with morphology of the microstructure. The radius of inSuence Rinf may be inferred
from a plot of M (r) vs. r, in which M (r) stabilizes as r approaches Rinf . Plot of M (r) vs. r for the
microstructure loaded in simple tension and biaxial tension is shown in Fig. 3. From the value of
Rinf , the RVE is found to contain 18  bers. Convergence of macroscopic and microscopic stresses
with increasing RVE sizes has been studied in detail in [15,16].
Upon determining the radius of inSuence Rinf , a method of constructing the SERVE boundary

by repeating the group of  bers periodically is adopted in this work. The local microstructure is
 rst constructed by repeating the randomly distributed  bers obtained from statistical analysis in
both the y1- and y2-directions for several period lengths. Periodic repetitive  bers are placed at
(y1; y2), (y1 ± k1Y1; y2), (y1; y2 ± k2Y2) and (y1 ± k1Y1; y2 ± k2Y2), where k1; k2 are integers. The
period lengths Y1 and Y2 are selected such that the volume fraction of the RVE matches with that
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Fig. 3. Marked correlation functions M (r) for (a) uniaxial loading and; (b) biaxial loading.
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Fig. 4. (a) Construction of periodic RVE with non-straight edges; (b) SERVE.

of the original microstructure. The multi- ber domain is then tessellated into a network of Voronoi
cells as shown in Fig. 4(a). The boundary of the RVE, shown in bold lines, is generated as the
aggregate of the outside edges of Voronoi cells associated with the primary  bers (dark colored).
The consequent SERVE (Fig. 4(b)) will have non-straight line edges corresponding to non-uniform
 ber arrangements. However, nodes on the RVE boundary, created by this procedure are periodic,
i.e. for every boundary node a periodic pair can be identi ed on the boundary at a distance of one
period along one or both of the coordinate directions. In Fig. 4(a), the node pairs are identi ed
as AA, BB etc. The periodicity constraint conditions on nodal displacements can then be easily
imposed.

3.2. Adaptive mesh enrichment for level-0 and level-1 elements

Discretization error in level-0/1 elements is a result of insuPcient orders of interpolation in the
 nite element model. The hp-adaptive mesh re nement suggested in [17] is adopted in this paper to
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reduce the discretization error. The steps involved in this process are as follows:

• Evaluate the energy norm of the local error "k for element k, by solving the residual in the
principal of virtual work as∫

�kl0=l1

�ij("k)eij(v) d� =
∫
�kl0=l1

fivi d� −
∫
�kl0=l1

�ij(ul0=l1)eij(v) d� +
∫
$k
(gk)ivi d$; (8)

where (gk)i is the traction discontinuity on the element boundary $k , �kl0=l1 is the level-0/1 element
boundary for element k and ul0=l1 is the solution obtained using the current polynomial p.

• Identify elements for hp-adaptivity from the condition "k¿C1("k)max, where ("k)max is the maxi-
mum elemental local error. If an element is a candidate for adaptation, an exponent m is evaluated
to determine the type of adaptivity i.e. if p+ 26m
◦ then p re nement
◦ else h re nement
is performed. The singularity indicator m can be obtained by solving

‖"‖2k = ‖"p+q‖2k + C2
k (p+ q)−2(m−1) (9)

for three di6erent values of q as outlined in [17].

3.3. Transition elements between level-0/1 and level-2 elements

The interface between the macroscopic displacement based level-0 or level-1 elements, and level-2
elements requires a layer of transition elements for creating a smooth transition of variables as
shown in Fig. 1. These elements (tr) are essentially level-2 elements with a displacement constraint
imposed at the interface with level-0/1 elements. A direct constraint conforming with the displacement
interpolation may however lead to spurious stresses. To avert these spurious stresses, a special
interfacial layer is introduced between the transition elements and the level-0/level-1 elements. As
suggested in [18], Lagrange multipliers are used to satisfy the interfacial displacement continuity
constraint in a weak sense. The total potential energy of the multi-level element mesh may be
expressed as

( =(�l0 +(�l1 +(�l2 +(�tr +
∫
$int

)l0=l1i (vi − ul0=l1i ) d$ +
∫
$int

)tri (vi − utri ) d$; (10)

where (�l0 , (�l1 , (�l2 and (�tr are the total potential energies for elements in level-0 (�l0),
level-1 (�l1), level-2 (�l2) subdomains and transition (�tr) regions, respectively. $int corresponds
to the interfacial layer. �l0=l1 and �tr are Lagrange multipliers on $int, corresponding to boundaries
of �l0=l1 and �tr , respectively. The interfacial displacements on the boundaries of �l0=l1 and �tr

elements at the interface are designated as ul0=l1 and utr . Derivation of the matrix forms of sti6ness
and force vectors for the model with various levels is discussed in detail in [15,16].

4. Numerical example of a double lap composite joint without damage

Adhesive bonded joints are optimal methods of joining structural components, because of their light
weight due to the absence of fasteners. These joints are increasingly being used to repair damaged
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Fig. 5. (a) Macroscopic model of the multi-level mesh showing boundary conditions; (b) zoomed in region of the
macroscopic mesh undergoing level transition; (c) microscopic analysis in the level-2 regions with VCFEM.

metallic structures in aircraft industries [19]. However, adhesively bonded structures consisting of
two di6erent materials, can induce high stresses near the interface leading to failure initiation by  ber
cracking,  ber–matrix interfacial debonding or interfacial delamination. With this quest, a double-lap
bonded joint with aluminum and boron–epoxy composite as the adherents is analyzed in this example.
The joint is shown in Fig. 2. The dimension h is assumed to be 64 mm which corresponds to a
total of 14 million  bers in the composite laminate. A perfect interface is assumed between the
aluminum and the composite materials and the adhesive is not modeled explicitly. Only a quarter of
the joint is modeled from considerations of symmetry in boundary and loading conditions. Symmetry
boundary conditions are employed with displacement component uy set to zero along the face y=0
and ux displacement to zero along the face x = 0, with coordinate axes depicted in Fig. 5(a). A
unit displacement ux is applied at the face x= h. The material properties of aluminum are: Young’s
modulus, E =73:8 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, *=0:25. The composite material, at the microstructural
level, consists of epoxy matrix with Young’s modulus, E = 3:45 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, *= 0:35,
and boron  ber with Young’s modulus, E=413 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, *=0:2. The microstructure
in this problem corresponds to that discussed in Section 3.1 and the representative material element,
consisting of 18  bers, is used for e6ective property evaluation. The components of the e6ective
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Fig. 6. Distribution of macroscopic stresses (a) �xx; (b) �xy in aluminum and composite material at y=h = 0:05 with
the homogenized model, distribution of macroscopic, microscopic and averaged microscopic stresses; (c) �xx; (d) �xy at
y=h= 0:05 near the point A.

elastic sti6ness matrix (in GPa) are: E1111=9:93, E1122=4:39, E1133=4:14, E2222=10:59, E2233=4:27,
E1212 = 2:58, E3333 = 137:32. The initial level-0 mesh consists of 225 level-0 QUAD4 elements. The
level-0 hp-adaptation is performed following the procedure explained in Section 3.2.
The results of a pure macroscopic analysis are shown in Fig. 6. Stresses �xx and �xy at the bonded

interface y = 0:05h are plotted in this  gure as a function of the x co-ordinate. In the composite,
a high gradient of tensile stress �xx results near the interface A at x=h = 0:25, with a high peak at
A. Subsequently, �xx drops to a very small value from x=h= 0:25 to 0.5. The composite stress �yy
is compressive and exhibits a singular behavior near the interface A at x=h = 0:25, due to material
mismatch and free-edge constraints. The compressive nature of the stress inhibits delamination with
macroscopic damage laws in this region. The shear stress �xy is generally zero in the composite along
this line, with the exception near A. In this region, it also exhibits a sharp gradient with a reversal in
sign. The small peaks at x=h= 0:5 result from the composite free-edge conditions. In the aluminum
panel, the stresses �xx and �xy start from zero at x=h=0:25 and reach a maximum with a very high
gradient near the point A. Subsequently, they stabilize at lower values, satisfying the traction free
boundary conditions on the top surface y=h = 0:05. The stress �yy stress is also compressive and
very high near the interface x=h= 0:25. These macroscopic results match the predictions of stresses
in bonded joints made in [19] in a qualitative sense.
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Returning to the multi-scale analysis, the adapted multiple levels showing the microstructural
region are depicted in Fig. 5. The level-0 to level-1 transition follows the criteria

Ek

(
(�eqv)k
(�eqv)max

)
¿C1Eavg; (11)

where (�eqv)k is a measure of the equivalent stress in the element k. The constant C1 is chosen with
an understanding of the problem in question and error in element k, Ek is evaluated as

E2
k =

∫
9�khom

[[�xx]]2 d9�∫
9�khom

d9� : (12)

Here �xx is the dominant macroscopic stress component.
Physical criteria are used to determine locations of level-2 regions. A measure of the departure from

periodicity conditions in the microstructural RVE may be taken as an indicator for this transition.
For example, invoke the change if

F̂(�ij; �ij)l1 − F̂(�ij; �ij)RVE
F̂(�ij; �ij)RVE

¿C2; (13)

where the function F̂ provides a measure of a quantity of interest in terms of local variables (�ij; �ij)
that are deemed important. For example, in this problem F̂ is expressed as the average inclusion �xx
stress in the microstructure. The superscript l1 corresponds to evaluating the function for the entire
microstructure contained in each level-1 element by solving a local boundary value problem with
level-0 macroscopic displacement solutions imposed on level-1 element boundary. The superscript
RVE on the other hand corresponds to evaluation of the function within each RVE by imposing
macroscopic strains with periodic boundary conditions on the RVE.
The parameters C1 and C2 are taken to be 0.1 and 0.3, respectively. The evolved multi-level mesh

in Fig. 5 has 667 level-0 elements, 7 transition elements and 4 level-2 elements, which were previ-
ously level-1 elements. The level-2 elements consist of a total of 203 microstructural Voronoi cell
elements. Fig. 6(c,d) compares: (a) the macroscopic stress using the homogenized model (level-0),
(b) the microscopic stress obtained from level-2 VCFEM analysis, and (c) the average of the micro-
scopic, along the x-direction near the critical point A. It is interesting to note that the homogenized
stresses do not match with the average microscopic stresses near A. However, they are the same
away from the critical region, proving that homogenization is, at least, not e6ective at critical singular
regions.

5. The VCFEM for microstructures with interfacial debonding

Micromechanics problems of elastic–plastic composites and porous media with evolving damage
by particle cracking using VCFEM have been solved in Ghosh and Moorthy [7,12], while elastic
composites with interfacial debonding induced damage have been analyzed in Ghosh et al. [8,11]. In
the latter work, the VCFEM is coupled with cohesive zone models to depict interfacial debonding
as a phenomenon of progressive separation across a cohesive zone that is resisted by cohesive
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tractions. A bilinear cohesive zone model, postulated by Ortiz and Pandol [20], is used in this work
to represent interfacial debonding. In this model, the traction at the interface increases linearly to a
maximum value of �max corresponding to a displacement jump of �c before it starts decreasing to
zero at a value of �e. In the softening region (�c ¡�¡�e), the unloading proceeds along a linear
path from the current position to the origin with a reduced sti6ness. When the normal displacement
is negative, sti6 penalty springs with high sti6nesses are introduced between the node-pairs at the
interface. Failure initiation and propagation due to interfacial debonding has been studied in detail
for complex microstructures with arbitrary shapes and sizes by Ghosh et al. [8,11].
The VCFEM model is used to understand the e6ect of progressively increasing debonding on the

macroscopic behavior of the composite. The RVE considered is a square domain with a single circular
 ber with a volume fraction of 20%. The matrix material has Young’s modulus, Em = 4:6 GPa and
Poisson’s ratio, *m=0:4, while the  ber material has a Young’s modulus Ef =210 GPa and Poisson’s
ratio, *f = 0:3. The cohesive law parameters for the interface are �m = 0:02 GPa, �c = 5:0× 10−5 m
and �e = 20 × 10−4 m. Fig. 7(a) shows the macroscopic or averaged stress–strain curve along the
loading direction corresponding to simple tension loading. Three distinct regions emerge in this  gure
with increased loading. They are: (a) linear region from 0 till A1 corresponding to the hardening
domain in the interface with displacement jump �6 �c; (b) a non-linear region from A1 to C1

corresponding to softening and subsequent debonding with displacement jump �¿�c; and (c) a
linear region beyond C1 indicating that no further softening or debonding can take place for any
additional external loading. Unloading from any point in the non-linear stage results in a linear stress
–strain behavior with no residual stress or strain at O, as shown by the line B1−O. Reloading causes
the stress–strain behavior to follow the path O − B1 − C1. Unloading from beyond C1 follows a
linear path to the origin. As seen in Fig. 7(a), the debonding is symmetric about the mid-plane and
the top and bottom of the interface are in states of compression (C–C in Fig. 7(a)). This prevents
further debonding of the interface leading to a constant post-debonding macroscopic sti6ness. This
exercise lays the foundation for a robust continuum damage mechanics model that is developed in
this work from detailed micromechanical analyses.
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6. A fourth-order continuum damage mechanics model from VCFEM-based micromechanical
analysis

In CDM, macroscopic constitutive models involving macroscopic internal variables are used to
represent material behavior with evolving micro-defects or micro-damage. The set of internal vari-
ables typically chosen are scalar, second order tensor or fourth order tensor leading to the so-called
scalar isotropic, orthotropic and anisotropic damage models.
The general form of CDM models [21,22] introduce a  ctitious e6ective stress �̃ij acting on an

e6ective resisting area (Ã), which is caused by reduction of the original resisting area A due to
material degradation caused by the presence of microcracks and stress concentration in the vicinity
of cracks. The e6ective stress is related to the actual Cauchy stress �ij in the damaged material
using the fourth order damage e6ect tensor Mijkl as

�̃ij =Mijkl(Dijkl)�kl; (14)

where Dijkl is the damage tensor, can be of zeroth, second or fourth order, depending on the model
employed. The hypotheses based on equivalence of elastic energy proposed by Cordebois and Sido-
ro6 [23] is then used to establish a relation between the damaged and undamaged sti6nesses. In
this hypothesis, the elastic energy for a damaged material with the actual stress is assumed to be
equivalent in form to that of the undamaged material with the  ctitious e6ective stress. This principle
has been used in the damage modeling of Chow and Wang [24], Zhu and Cescotto [25], Voyiadjis
et al. [26] and others and will be pursued in this work. The equivalence is established by equating
the elastic energy in the damaged state to that in a hypothetical undamaged state as

W (�;D) =
1
2
�ij(Eijkl(D))−1�kl =W (�̃; 0) =

1
2
�̃ij(E0

ijkl)
−1�̃kl: (15)

Here E0
ijkl is the initial undamaged sti6ness and Eijkl(D) is the sti6ness of the damaged material.

Substituting Eq. (14) into Eq. (15), the relation between the damaged and undamaged sti6nesses is
established as

Eijkl = (Mpqij)−1E0
pqrs(Mrskl)−1: (16)

With an appropriate choice of the order of the damage tensor and the assumption of a function for
Mijkl, Eq. (16) can be used to evaluate a damage model using micromechanics and homogenization.
Through a series of examples it has been demonstrated in [27] that due to the di6erent behavior of the
cohesive zone in tension and compression, for an RVE with initial orthotropic macroscopic sti6ness
becomes completely anisotropic especially in tension/shear coupled loading conditions. Consequently,
continuum damage model using scalar and second order damage tensor capable of exhibiting atmost
an orthotropic behavior [28] cannot be used to model this type of material behavior.

6.1. Anisotropic damage model with fourth-order damage tensor

Anisotropic damage models involving fourth-order damage variables are able to overcome short-
comings of the scalar and second-order damage models. Such models have been proposed by e.g.
Ortiz [29] for concrete in which loading surface is de ned in stress space and the secant compliance
tensor is considered as an internal variable. Simo and Ju [9] have proposed a loading surface in the
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strain space with the current damaged sti6ness tensor as an internal variable. Anisotropic damage
in this work is introduced through positive projection strain tensors. The proposed model in this
paper extends the Simo–Ju strain based damage model to account the anisotropic evolution of sti6-
ness degradation. The damage surface in this model is expressed in terms of the strain eij and the
damage work Wd as

F =
1
2
eijPijklekl − 5(6Wd) = 0; (17)

where Pijkl symmetric negative de nite fourth order tensor that should be determined, 6 is a scaling
parameter accounting for non-uniform damage work, 5 is a parameter that is a function of the
damage work Wd =

∫
1
2eijdEijklekl. It is important to introduce the scaling parameter 6 in conjunction

with the damage work to account for its variability with the loading path, as explained in [27]. From
the de nition of the rate of damage work Ẇ d, 1

2eijekl is the conjugate to Ėijkl. Using the associativity
rule, the rate of sti6ness degradation can be obtained as

Ėijkl = )̇
9F

9(1=2eijekl)
= )̇Pijkl: (18)

It may be inferred from this Eq. (18) that Pijkl corresponds to the direction of the rate of sti6ness
degradation tensor Ėijkl. The model necessitates the evaluation of 5(Wd), 6 and Pijkl, which can be
accomplished by micromechanical RVE analyses with periodicity boundary conditions. Determination
of these parameters is discussed next.

6.2. Determination of 5(Wd) and 6(eij)

Evaluation of the function 5(Wd) involves calculating this function for a reference loading path
(strain combination) and scaling it for all other load paths with respect to this reference. In this paper,
the reference loading path is chosen to be (exx �= 0, all other eij = 0). Micromechanical simulation
of the RVE is performed for this load path with periodic boundary conditions. The corresponding
damage surface Eq. (17) for this loading becomes

1
2
e2xxP1111 − 5 = 0: (19)

Without loss of generality, the value of P1111 may be set to 1 and thus 5= 1
2e

2
xx. The values of Wd

can be evaluated numerically at the end of each increment. The functional form of 5(Wd) is shown
in Fig. 8. In the undamaged range, 5 increases slightly for no damage work Wd. On the other hand,
it asymptotically reaches increasing value at the damage saturation value corresponding to WF

d , since
5 keeps increasing even without any increase in Wd. Once the maximum value WF

d is determined
for the reference loading condition, 6 for any strain path can be obtained by simple scaling as

6(exx; eyy; exy) =
Wd(exx; eyy; exy)

Wd(exx �= 0; eyy = 0; exy = 0)
: (20)

6.3. Determination of Pijkl(e)

The damage parameters Pijkl have been assumed to be constant in the Neilsen and Schreyer
model described in Carol et al. [28]. However, for composite material with interfacial debonding,
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the direction of rate of sti6ness degradation varies signi cantly with increasing damage as shown in
[27]. Consequently, components of Pijkl(emn) are considered to be functions of the total strain and
damage work, but their dependence on load history is assumed to be negligible in this work.
Due to the lack of a comprehensive functional form of Pijkl(emn), a discrete approach, similar

to that used in FEM is adopted in this paper. Discrete values of Pijkl are evaluated at points in
the macroscopic strain space by homogenization of the RVE based micromechanics analyses at
systematic intervals along various strain paths. In the discretized strain space of Fig. 9, the value of
a piecewise continuous Pijkl at any point in the strain space may then be obtained by interpolation
from nodal values according to

Pijkl(exx; eyy; exy) =
8∑
6=1

(Pijkl)6N6(exx; eyy; exy); (21)

where (Pijkl)6 are the nodal values and N6 are the shape functions for a 3D linear 8-noded hexahedral
element. A similar process has been discussed for porous elasto-plasticity in Ghosh et al. [4].
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The nodal values of macroscopic stresses, the corresponding damage work Wd and Pijkl are evalu-
ated at each nodal point in a subspace of the exx–eyy–exy space by solving incremental microscopic
boundary value problems with VCFEM and asymptotic homogenization. In this process, macroscopic
strain increments are applied to the RVE subjected to periodic boundary conditions. Strain incre-
ments are applied along the radial line in the macroscopic strain space such that a constant ratio
is maintained between the strain components, i.e. [exx : [eyy : [exy=cos 7 cos" : sin 7 cos" : sin",
where the angles 7 and " are depicted in Fig. 9. From the symmetry conditions, only half of the
exx–eyy–exy strain space is considered for loading, such that 006 76 3600 in the exx–eyy plane
and 006"6 900 outside of this plane. The microscopic shear behavior is identical about the exx
–eyy plane except for the sign with and hence only the positive part is retained in " range. The
7 range encompasses the entire exx–eyy plane, since the microscopic debonding behavior in tension
and compression are di6erent. The analyses are performed at uniform strain intervals of [7 = 10◦,
["= 15◦. The Pijkl evaluation algorithm is detailed in [27].

7. Numerical example of unit cell with debonding using CDM

The macroscopic  nite element model with its constitutive relations represented by the CDM model
is validated by comparison of results with those obtained by homogenizing VCFEM solutions in the
RVE. The macroscopic model consists of a single QUAD4 element. For the microstructure, a square
domain with a circular  ber of volume fraction 20% (see Fig. 10(a)) is considered. The material
properties of the elastic matrix are Em = 4:6 GPa, *m = 0:4 and the elastic  ber are Em = 210 GPa,
*m = 0:3. The interface properties are �c =5:0× 10−5 m, �e =20× 10−4 m and �m=0:02 GPa. Five
di6erent macroscopic strain paths are considered for loading conditions, viz.

L1 : exx �= 0; eyy = exy = 0; (reference loading)

L2 : exx = eyy �= 0; exy = 0;

L3 : exy �= 0; exx = eyy = 0;

L4 : exx =−eyy �= 0; exy = 0;

L5 : exx = eyy =−exy �= 0:

Periodicity conditions are enforced on the boundaries. The parameter 5(Wd) is evaluated from the
reference loading (L1) corresponding to uniaxial tension. The strain states (L2) and (L3) correspond
to biaxial and shear loading conditions respectively, while a combined tension–compression condi-
tion is represented by the load (L4). Finally, the load (L5) represents a combination of all strain
components.
The macroscopic stress–strain plots with the CDM model are compared with the homogenized

micromechanical (HMM) analyses in Fig. 10(b–f). All the nonzero stress components are plotted
for each of the 5 loading conditions and excellent agreement is observed. For the biaxial loading, the
interface fails completely at a strain of 0.0025. After this, the material exhibits a constant sti6ness
corresponding to an RVE with a void. In the shear loaded case, while �xx and �yy are zero prior to
the onset of damage, they continue to increase with softening and debonding of the interface. This
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Fig. 10. Comparison of macroscopic stress–strain curves by continuum damage model and homogenized micromechanics
for a (a) RVE with circular  ber for load cases; (b) L1; (c) L2; (d) L3; (e) L4; (f) L5.

is due to the di6erent interface behavior in tension and compression. For the tension–compression
case (L4), the behavior is almost linear in compression, whereas the macroscopic stresses in tension
are signi cantly lower due to damage. For the combined straining case, a more complex stress–
strain behavior is observed.
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8. Numerical example of a double lap composite joint with damage

To demonstrate the e6ectiveness of the continuum damage model over the two scale analysis with
asymptotic homogenization for a large structural problem, the aluminum composite joint discussed in
Section 4 is considered. However, in this case, the RVE in the composite layer is assumed to undergo
microstructural damage by interfacial debonding. The material properties of Aluminum are Youngs
modulus, E = 73:8 GPa and Poisson’s ratio, * = 0:25. The material properties of the composite are
Em =4:6 GPa and *m =0:4 for the matrix and Ef = 210 GPa and *f = 0:3 for the  bers, respectively.
The RVE for the composite layer is assumed to contain a single  ber in a square domain with
a volume fraction of 20% as shown in Fig. 10(a). The interface properties are �m = 0:02 GPa,
�c = 5× 10−5 m and �e = 20× 10−4 m. A total uniform displacement of u= 25× 10−4 h is applied
over 20 equal increments. The uniform mesh contains 225 elements. Comparison of the results are
made through macroscopic stress strain (�xx − exx) curves at di6erent locations in the structure as
shown in Fig. 11. At locations A (Fig. 11(b)) and C (Fig. 11(d)), where the stress gradients are
negligible, it can be observed that the di6erence between the CDM and HMM solutions are also
negligible. However, near location B (Fig. 11(c)), the stress  eld is singular. The di6erence between
the CDM and HMM is maximum at this region and is around 3.5%. Contour plots of macroscopic
�xx by the two approaches are also provided in Fig. 12 showing excellent agreement. Contour plot
of macroscopic damage in Fig. 13(a) shows that regions in the composite layer to the left of point
B are damaged due to a tensile state of stress. The region to the right of point B is in a state
of compression and consequently there is no damage. Fig. 13(b) shows the microscopic stress and
debonding for the RVE near point A. Although the results obtained by the two approaches are
similar, the computational ePciency of the macroscopic analysis with the continuum constitutive
model is far superior than the two scale analysis. For this particular problem, the time required for
performing the analysis using continuum damage model is 70 s as compared to 142; 200 s using
two scale analysis. The scale up in ePciency for this problem is in the order of 2000 times and is
therefore very desirable where only macroscopic results are of interest.

9. Conclusions

This paper presents an adaptive multi-level computational model that combines a conventional
displacement based  nite element model with a microstructural Voronoi cell  nite element model
for multi-scale analysis of composite materials. The model is developed with the capability to analyze
both macroscopic and microscopic stresses and strains in real composite structures with non-uniform
microstructural heterogeneities as obtained from optical or scanning electron micrographs. Three
levels of hierarchy, with di6erent resolutions, are introduced in this model to overcome shortcomings
posed by modeling and discretization errors. Among the three levels are: (a) level-0, where pure
macroscopic analysis is conducted using e6ective properties obtained by homogenization of variables
in a statistical equivalent RVE; (b) level-1, which are intermediate regions of macro–micro coupled
modeling, used for signaling the switchover from macroscopic analyses to pure microscopic analyses;
and (c) level-2 regions of pure microscopic modeling where critical events in the microstructure are
expected to occur. The adaptive Voronoi cell  nite element model is utilized e6ectively for analysis
of extended microstructural regions with high ePciency and accuracy. Special transition elements
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Fig. 11. (a) Mesh used for bonded joint case for comparing solution by CDM and HMM, Macroscopic stress–strain curve
comparison for di6erent locations in the structure; (b) at location A; (c) at location B; (d) at location C.

between level-0/1 and level-2 elements provide the necessary constraint conditions to facilitate smooth
transition from macroscopic to microscopic analysis.
A robust macroscopic CDM model is developed for unidirectional  ber reinforced composites

with interfacial debonding. The development of anisotropic damage model involves micromechanical
analysis of the RVE using the VCFEM with subsequent homogenization. Parameters in the CDM
model, describing the anisotropic sti6ness degradation, vary signi cantly with evolving damage and
microstructural variables. Speci cally, a method for constructing damage-work dependent, piecewise
continuous, anisotropic damage parameters is proposed by utilizing incremental loading paths and
discrete data in the strain space. Numerical examples are conducted with this CDM for RVE un-
der a wide variety of loading paths, represented by various strain combinations. Simultaneously
micromechanical analyses of the RVE-based problems are executed using VCFEM for subsequent
homogenization. The comparison between CDM and homogenized micromechanics results show
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excellent agreement. Numerical example of an aluminum composite bonded joint demonstrate the
computational ePciency gained by this e6ective CDM model when compared with the performance
of two-scale damage models using asymptotic homogenization like [30,31].
However, the model proposed is restricted by the assumptions of the existence of an RVE in

the presence of micro-damage. E6ectively this means that it assumes uniformity of macroscopic
variables as well as microscopic periodicity. Bulsara et al. [32] have studied methods of RVE size
determination for non-uniform distribution with damage. Lacy et al. [33] have proposed higher order
internal state variables based on the gradients of mesoscale damage distribution for RVE containing
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distributed micro-cracks. It is well known that catastrophic failure occurs by the localization of
damage, resulting in severe gradients. The two scale model will not be applicable in these regions
because of its local nature. These regions would need the models to transcend scales to capture the
localized damage growth as done in the elastic case of this paper as well as in the works of Ghosh
et al. [4]. A true multi-scale model with interfacial debonding in conjunction with the CDM model
is the subject of a future paper.
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